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ABSTRACT 
 
The characteristics of the helicon plasma injection into the IEC were explored. The first such 
analysis was a COMSOL simulation to determine the voltage as a function of position in the 
helicon dielectric tube when the IEC cathode is biased to several kilovolts. This COMSOL 
simulation contained no plasma and a ~20 V drop in the helicon dielectric tube was determined. 
To build upon this COMSOL model which contained no plasma, calculations of the theoretical 
ion flow rates were performed. These calculations used the measured ion current to determine 
the ionization fraction. Using the ionization fraction as an input into the zero dimensional model 
an electron temperature was obtained. With the electron temperature, collision and 
sheath/presheath properties can be determined. Finally entering the collision and 
presheath/sheath properties into a diffusion equation yields an ion flow rate that was on the same 
order of magnitude as the measured ion flow rate (~10
16
 s
-1
). The similarity between the 
theoretical calculations with the measured values verified some of the assumptions made in the 
theoretical calculations. Such assumptions include approximating the voltage drop in the 
presheath, which includes the length of the helicon dielectric tube, as on the order of the electron 
temperature ~2.85 eV. This assumption was based on the literature and showed that effects such 
as Debye shielding play a large role in screening out large cathode biases. So increasing the 
cathode grid bias does not necessary increase the ion flow rate significantly.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1: Goal of the Research 
The goal of this research project is to explore the IEC-helicon interface. In particular how many 
ions exit the helicon and enter the IEC device per second and how much power gets transferred 
into the IEC from the helicon. By knowing the number of ions entering the IEC device from the 
helicon and the power carried by those ions the efficiency of helicon-IEC coupling can be 
determined. In addition to the coupling efficiency, the plasma physics at the helicon-IEC 
interface is explored. For example the electric potential properties of the sheath and presheath 
along the helicon-IEC interface are studied. Calculations from experimental measurements and 
theory are used to analyze the helicon-IEC interface. This analysis will further the understanding 
of external plasma injection into the IEC. It will also help aid in understanding various energy 
loss channels with the future goal of minimizing observed inefficiencies. 
1.2: Space Propulsion 
The helicon-IEC device in this research is being developed for electric space propulsion. 
Possible uses for such a system include satellite thrusters or manned mission to other planets. 
Electric space propulsion involves the ionization and acceleration of a gaseous propellant. In 
contrast, chemical propulsion can be viewed as the acceleration of gaseous propellant following 
a combustion reaction. Electric space propulsion has the advantage of accelerating relatively low 
amounts of mass to high speeds over a long period of time whereas, chemical propulsion can 
accelerate large amounts of mass at only a fraction of the speed over a short period of time. 
 
These differences reveal advantages and disadvantages to each mode of propulsion. Specifically, 
for the same power chemical propulsion produces higher thrust than electric propulsion, but at a 
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lower exhaust velocity or Isp. Thrust can be thought of as a change in momentum of the 
spacecraft with respect to time given by 
     ̇   (1.1) 
where T is the thrust, Ue is the propellant exhaust velocity, and ṁ is the amount of mass ejected 
from the spacecraft per increment of time. 
 
All current methods of space propulsion utilize the fundamental physical concept of the 
conservation of momentum. This conservation law is how all spacecraft generate thrust (T). The 
higher thrust of a chemical space propulsion system means that the change in momentum of the 
spacecraft will be initially higher compared to an electric propulsion system. However over a 
longer period of time, the change in momentum of the electric propulsion system will eventually 
exceed that of the chemical system, because of its higher exhaust velocity, provided similar 
power and propellant mass. This high exhaust velocity is the key trait of electric space 
propulsion. Specific Impulse or Isp is another important concept in space propulsion. Isp is 
directly proportional to exhaust velocity so if the exhaust velocity is high then the Isp is also 
high. 
 
A similarly important concept in electric space propulsion is the kinetic energy (KE) of the mass 
exhausted from the spacecraft, given by, 
 
    
 
 
   
  
(1.2) 
and the exhaust power defined by the change in kinetic energy with respect to time given by, 
 
   
 
 
    
(1.3) 
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The exhaust power equation (equation 1.3) shows a very salient feature, namely, there is a 
tradeoff between thrust and exhaust velocity. For a given power a spacecraft with high thrust 
must have low exhaust velocity and vice versa. If the exhausted mass has a high exit velocity, 
then that mass has changed the momentum of the spacecraft more than a similar mass exhausted 
at low velocity.   
1.3: Inertial Electrostatic Confinement 
The Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) device was initially proposed as a method to 
confine a nuclear fusion plasma [1]. Although fusion reactions have been demonstrated in the 
IEC device, the capability to produce enough energy to sustain the fusion plasma, a process 
known as breakeven (where the fusion power equals the input power) has not yet been achieved. 
Despite the absence of breakeven conditions, this device has been successfully used as a 
commercial neutron source for neutron activation analysis [2]. As a neutron generator the IEC 
consumes electrical power in order to generate neutrons, whereas in fusion certain fuels are used 
to produce electrical power.  
 
In its simplest form, the IEC device consists of an electrically grounded spherical vacuum 
chamber and a spherical conducting grid biased at high negative potentials as shown in figure 
1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: IEC grid within an IEC vacuum chamber 
 
The negatively biased central IEC cathode grid attracts positively charged ions. The cathode grid 
is very transparent to ions. As the ions pass between the grid wires, they are accelerated when 
moving toward the cathode grid and decelerated when moving away from the cathode grid. The 
circulation of these ions back and forth confines the ions. This type of electrostatic confinement 
does not violate Earnshaw’s theorem [3], because the charged particles are not stationary. 
Earnshaw’s theorem simply states that stationary charged particles cannot be in stable 
equilibrium in a static field. Since the IEC is essentially a DC discharge, the ionization fraction is 
low compared to other plasma generation techniques, such as Radio-Frequency (RF) plasma 
sources [4]. Table 1.1 contrast different levels of electron densities typically reported in 
laboratory plasma devices. 
 
IEC cathode grid 
Chamber 
anode 
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Table 1.1: Types of plasma and their typical electron densities. [4] [5] [6] 
Type of Plasma: Electron Density: 
(m
-3
) 
Ionization Fraction: 
Flame 10
14
 10
-12
 
Fluorescent lights 10
18
 10
-5
 
DC glow discharge or IEC 10
16
 10
-5
 
RF parallel plate discharge 10
17
 10
-4
 
Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) 
or helicon 
10
18
 10
-3
 
Plasma arc 10
21
 10
-3
 
 
Whether the IEC is used for fusion or space propulsion increasing the ionization fraction and 
thus the number of ions is extremely beneficial. For example in fusion applications, as the IEC 
ion number density increases, the potential for ion-ion or ion-neutral collisions which results in 
nuclear fusion also increases. For electric space propulsion applications, increasing the ion 
number density is desirable because it directly impacts the amount of thrust the device can 
create. Ions are massive charged particles compared to electrons, which can be accelerated to 
high speeds across an electric field and directed out of the thruster. A natural idea for increasing 
the amount of ions is to increase the ionization fraction. To do this in an IEC device involves 
coupling the IEC unit with another plasma source that has a higher ionization fraction [7]. This 
concept of increasing ionization fraction through external means has already been demonstrated 
for IEC devices. Robert Hirsh experimented in the 1960s with an IEC device that used six ion 
guns [1]. These external sources produce higher density plasma than the IEC DC discharge. 
Furthermore these external sources introduce less contaminant's, such as sputtered electrode 
material, than internal sources such as a heated filament. While there are numerous high density 
plasma sources to choose from, the helicon plasma source has been chosen for this work.  
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1.4: Helicon Plasma Source 
The helicon plasma source is a very efficient plasma source capable of generating high density, 
low temperature plasmas. The ionization fraction of a helicon for flowing gas conditions can 
range from 10% to 50% [8] at high powers (~1 kW). Helicon plasmas are generated by driving a 
current through a special antenna at frequencies between the electron cyclotron ωce and the ion 
cyclotron frequency ωci [9]. This alternating current induces a time varying magnetic field by 
Ampere’s law and by Faraday’s law the time varying magnetic field generates an electric field. 
When the electric field reaches the ionization threshold for a particular gas, plasma is formed. 
The antenna induces a helicon wave which is a type of whistler wave [10]. Whistler waves are a 
type of electromagnetic wave that excite the electrons in the plasma. The wave vector k of a 
whistler wave is parallel to the applied magnetic field B [11]. A variety of helicon configurations 
have been studied, varying by antenna type, antenna dimensions, RF power levels, magnetic 
field strength, and in some cases RF frequency. Different antenna types are used to excite 
different helicon modes [10]. Generally with the resources available choosing a helicon 
configuration which maximizes the ions produced is the most desirable. This is why Dr. Michael 
Reilly (whose experimental apparatus at the Edwards Air Force Base was loaned to FSL for 
present studies by the Air Force Research Laboratory) chose the m=+1 antenna because it is 
more efficient at plasma generation than the m=-1 antenna [12]. The helicon plasma source 
surrounded by a faraday cage is shown in figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2: Helicon plasma source connected the IEC vacuum chamber. 
1.5: Summary of Approach 
 
To achieve the goals set forth in this thesis, the flow rate of ions from the helicon to the IEC 
must be measured. The theoretical maximum ion flow rate will be determined and compared 
with the measured ion flow rate. If there is any major discrepancy between the theoretical and 
measured ion flow rates the causes of the difference will be studied. In addition different 
optimization techniques to minimize the discrepancy will be explored. From the ion flow rate an 
energy flow rate from the helicon will be determined. 
 
 
 
 
Helicon antenna 
Water-cooled 
electromagnet 
Quartz dielectric tube 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Setup 
 
The experiment at the Fusion Studies Laboratory (FSL) in the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (UIUC) is named the Helicon Injected Inertial Plasma Electrostatic Rocket 
(HIIPER). The HIIPER experiment is composed of two basic components: the IEC and the 
Helicon. The IEC grid has been modified from its normal configuration by creating an opening 
that is larger than the other openings in the grid. This enlarged opening creates the conditions 
necessary for the formation of a jet shown in figure 2.1. The IEC jet is primarily composed of 
electrons [13]. The IEC grid is biased negatively to several thousand volts. The exit velocity of 
the electron beam is expected to be directly proportional to the IEC grid voltage. 
 
Figure 2.1: IEC grid with plasma jet exiting the enlarged opening 
 
IEC cathode grid 
6 cm radius 
Plasma jet 
1 cm diameter 
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The helicon plasma source of HIIPER (figure 1.2) is composed of a quartz tube surrounded with 
a ½ turn helical m = +1 antenna as shown in figure 2.2. The quartz dielectric tube has a radius of 
2 cm. The antenna is made out of a copper strap that is insulated with kapton
1
 tape. The antenna 
is driven by an ENI GHW-12 13.56 MHz RF power supply. The power supply is water cooled 
and capable of delivering a maximum forward power of 1.25 kW.  
 
Figure 2.2: Photo of the helicon dielectric tube and antenna used in HIIPER. 
A matching network is connected in series between the helicon antenna and RF power supply 
and consists of an arrangement of adjustable inductors and capacitors. There are different 
matching network configurations such as the T-type or L-type matching networks [14]. The 
function of the matching network is to tune the impedance of the system connected to the RF 
power supply. This is necessary because the RF power supply expects a 50 ohm load. Any 
deviation from a 50 ohm impedance causes the RF power to reflect back into the RF power 
supply, which can eventually damage the power supply. The best practice is to minimize the 
reflected power by adjusting the capacitors and inductors in the matching network so that the 
                                                          
1
 Note: The author of this thesis does not endorse any company listed. Any scientific equipment company cited is for 
scientific reproducibility and completeness. 
4 cm 
diameter 
Helicon antenna 
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impedance of the system is close to 50 ohms. The matching network is a Manitou Systems 
ACM-1500L-12-MC-VC, it is a L-type network with a COMET 50-500 pF 8 kV load capacitor 
in series with adjustable silver painted inductor. The inductor has 7 taps that is used to vary the 
inductance; each successive tap increases the inductance by 2 µH [15]. A tune capacitor to 
ground (COMET 20-2000 pF 5 kV) is connected into the circuit before the load capacitor shown 
in figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the matching network circuit. [15] 
 
There are electromagnets surrounding the antenna which are custom built by Arnold Magnetics 
and are capable of supplying up to 1200 Gauss [15]. The magnets are powered by an EMS DC 
power supply. 
 
 
The helicon is connected to stainless steel custom built IEC vacuum chamber. The chamber is 
grounded and acts as the anode to the negatively biased IEC cathode grid. The IEC cathode grid 
is made out stainless steel wires spot-welded to the desired grid geometry. The IEC grid has a 63 
mm radius while the grounded chamber has a 305 mm radius. The voltage difference is provided 
by a high voltage Hipotronics 5 kW DC power supply shown in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Different power supplies used in the HIIPER experiment. 
 
The overall system is pumped down by two roughing pumps individually backing up two turbo-
molecular pumps. The system has a base pressure of approximately 10
-4
 Pa (10
-6
 Torr). Argon 
gas is fed into the system through the helicon via an Alicat scientific mass flow controller. 
Although argon gas is currently used, HIIPER can utilize different gases ranging from noble 
gases to molecular gases as propellant.  The pressure at which the electron beam forms in the 
IEC is about 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr). The IEC jet is directed toward a diagnostic sub-chamber 
where various experimental diagnostics such as a faraday cup or force sensor are used to 
measure the properties of the jet such as net current or thrust, respectively. The schematic of 
HIIPER is shown in figure 2.5. 
IEC Hipotronics 
power supply 
Electromagnet EMS 
power supply 
RF antenna ENI 
power supply 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the HIIPER experiment [16] 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 
3.1: IEC History 
The IEC was first conceived in 1959 [17], but the configuration where the IEC grid is negatively 
biased with respect to the chamber was first proposed by Lavrent’ev [18] in the former USSR in 
1963. Farnsworth independently came up with a similar device in 1966 in the USA [19]. These 
early devices were aimed toward the study and the development of a thermonuclear fusion 
device. Present IEC research objectives are more varied, including space propulsion, tunable x-
ray sources, radioisotope production, chemical/biological waste management, etc. [20] 
Compared to other plasma generating devices the IEC is unique in that the plasma has an ion 
energy distribution that deviates significantly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. A 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (or Maxwellian) describes a system in thermodynamic 
equilibrium. In an IEC there is a mono-energetic component to the ion energy [21]. This mono-
energetic ion distribution makes the IEC capable of “burning” more advance fusion fuels. 
Maxwellian plasmas are unable to consume these advance fusion fuels in a practical way. 
However this unusual non-Maxwellian distribution makes analysis with conventional plasma 
probe theory difficult. 
3.2: Helicon History 
The term “Helicon” was first coined by Aigrain [22] in 1960. Helicons are just certain waves that 
propagate in a plasma in the presence of a magnetic field, [15] however helicons today are 
commonly thought of as gaseous plasma generation devices. These devices were first studied in 
detail in the 1970’s and 1980’s in Australia [23] [24]. By the 1990’s groups in Australia and 
California were looking into helicons for plasma processing. Later interest in these devices 
spread to other applications such as space propulsion. For space applications, the helicon is 
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particularly beneficial not only for high plasma density at relatively low power, but because it 
has no electrodes facing the plasma which can erode with time and introduce contaminants into 
the system. The heavier electromagnets generally used with laboratory helicons can be replaced 
by permanent magnets [25] which would lower power consumption without reducing 
performance if properly tuned. 
3.3: Prior Helicon-IEC Coupling Studies 
The IEC group at University of Wisconsin at Madison (UW-M) has experimented with external 
ionization sources coupled to IEC’s; in particular helicon plasma injection into IEC’s for fusion 
applications. Dr. Gregory Piefer worked on such a system for his PhD dissertation at the UW-M 
[7]. The system Dr. Piefer worked on was a helicon-injected IEC fusion system that used 
3
He-
3
He aneutronic fuel. His helicon-IEC system in UW-M ran at lower pressures (~27 mPa or ~0.2 
mTorr) [7] than HIIPER (0.2 Pa or 1.5 mTorr). Dr. Piefer also tried to implement a differential 
pumping section in-between the helicon and the IEC with the purpose being to extract ions into 
the IEC and enable lower operating pressures. These actions were performed using an 
acceleration electrode which would accelerate ions into the IEC. The neutral (non-ionized) gas 
would be exhausted out with a turbo-molecular pump. Dr. Piefer tried many different 
acceleration electrode geometries; however they all succumbed to ion spreading effects due to 
charge imbalance.  
 
Attempts were made to differentially pump the HIIPER experiment. The differential pumping in 
the HIIPER experiment was for a diagnostic sub-chamber, instead of the helicon plasma source 
which is different from Dr. Piefer’s experiment. The differential pumping in HIIPER consisted 
of a separate pumping stage in the diagnostic chamber along with a conical constrictor. This 
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constrictor would enhance the pressure difference between the IEC and the diagnostic sub-
chamber. This conical constrictor was eventually abandoned. The constrictor region greatly 
limited the amount of current collected by the diagnostic Faraday cup.  
 
To measure the ion current exiting the helicon, Dr. Piefer used a tungsten plate with an applied 
negative voltage. Tungsten was chosen for its well documented and low secondary electron 
emission coefficient at high energies (~100 keV) [7]. In addition, the tungsten plate was electro-
polished, because most of the literature on secondary electron emission is for ions 
perpendicularly incident on the specific material [7]. Dr. Piefer’s current measurements corrected 
for secondary electron emission are shown below in figures 3.1 and 3.2. Dr. Piefer corrected for 
the secondary electron emission by using the following equation, 
                                      
                     
                       
(3.1) 
where the “Secondary Electrons” is the secondary electron emission coefficient at the specific 
ion energy. 
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Figure 3.1: Ion current at 1800 W RF corrected for secondary electron emission. [7] 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Ion current at 2100 W RF corrected for secondary electron emission. [7] 
 
At these powers and magnetic fields the helicon should operate in helicon mode; however the 
results shown in these graphs are only modest in terms of power efficiency. For example in 
figure 3.1 the current at 1400 G and 1800 W RF power is 6 mA. The power collected by the 
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biased tungsten plate is the voltage multiplied by the ion current; this value is: 0.006 Amps × 
40000 V = 240 W. At 1800 W RF input power and not counting the power consumed by the 
electromagnets the efficiency is (240 W/1800 W) about 13 %. Furthermore the 240 W calculated 
maybe an overestimate because the current has saturated and the ion saturation transition voltage 
is not known. Ion saturation means that all of the electrons have been repelled by the biased 
electrode and only the ion current is collected. When the plate is initially biased the current 
collected is a mixture of ions and electrons, as the plate is biased even more, more electrons are 
repelled and eventually ion saturation is reached. When ion saturation is reached the ion current 
will not increase even with increasing negative bias. This is because there are a finite number of 
ions within the Debye length volume.  
 
Dr. Piefer did not explicitly identify the voltage at which transition into ion saturation occurred. 
To get a more accurate value of power from the helicon using a biased plate or electrode, the ion 
saturation transition voltage should be multiplied by the ion current collected. Without the ion 
saturation transition voltage the power calculated with an arbitrary saturation voltage may be 
higher than the actual power from the helicon device. Other groups such as Jung et al [26] have 
attempted ion current extraction from a helicon plasma source with greater success. For example 
Jung et al [26] have obtained ion currents of 50 mA with an extraction electrode bias of 34 kV at 
a helicon RF power of 1.9 kW. Multiplying the ion current (50 mA) by the extraction electrode 
voltage (34 kV) yields a power of 1.75 kW. Dividing 1.75 kW by the helicon RF power (1.9 kW) 
leads to a helicon power transfer efficiency of 90 %. Possible explanations for the difference 
between Dr. Piefer and Jung et al are that the operating pressures of their respective experiments 
were quite different. Jung et al experiment ran at 0.93 Pa (7 milli-Torr) as opposed to Dr. Piefer’s 
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experiment which ran at ~27 mPa (~0.2 milli-Torr). In addition Jung et al develop a special 
multi-electrode ion collection system to extract the ion current. Such a multi-electrode ion 
extraction system was not used by Dr. Piefer. Jung et al stated that their experiment was at a 
pressure of 0.93 Pa (7 milli-Torr) and that the extraction system was biased at 34 kV; these 
conditions are sufficient to generate a DC plasma breakdown in the extraction system. This DC 
breakdown could interfere with the ion current measurement, giving higher results. A 
comparison between Dr. Peifer’s and Jung et al’s plasma extraction system are shown in figures 
3.3 and 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.3: Dr. Piefer’s biased tungsten plate used measure the ion current from the helicon 
plasma source [7]. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of Jung et al’s experimental apparatus. Note the combination plasma, 
screening, and ground electrodes used to extract the ions from the helicon plasma source [26]. 
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Chapter 4: Experiments 
One of the goals of this thesis is to measure how many ions enter the IEC from the helicon. To 
that end an experimental apparatus used to measure the ion current from the helicon was 
employed. The experimental device is called as a spherical probe; the apparatus is shown in 
figure 4.1. The spherical probe is essentially a large spherical Langmuir probe. The basic 
operation of this probe is to apply a known voltage to the probe and observe the amount of 
current collected at that known voltage. Once the current and voltage is known an ion density 
estimate can be obtained. A spherical probe was used instead of a plate to try to approximate the 
electric potential profile of the IEC grid. This is important because the spherical probe should 
produce conditions as similar as possible to the biased cathode IEC cathode grid. The radius of 
this stainless steel spherical probe is approximately 6 cm, which is similar to the dimensions of 
the IEC cathode grid. The voltages applied to the spherical probe were on the order of the 
voltages applied to the IEC grid (kilovolts). Current from the spherical probe was measured 
using a high voltage low current sensor (Ametes CS0.25A-02). A separate current sensor was 
built because the analog current meter on the power supply has poor resolution. Data collected in 
appendix D used a new DC power supply which could be connected to a computer for data 
collection. The data in appendix D was obtained from reading the current directly from this new 
DC power supply. 
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Figure 4.1: Spherical Langmuir probe positioned inside the IEC chamber. 
 
The current collected by the spherical probe, presented in appendix B, was adjusted numerically 
for secondary electron emission. The data for the secondary electron emission of argon ions at 
varying energies incident on stainless steel was obtained from Szapiro and Rocca [27] shown in 
figure 4.2.  
Spherical 
Langmuir 
Probe 
IEC Chamber 
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Figure 4.2: Secondary electron emission for argon ions on molybdenum, copper, stainless steel, 
and graphite. [27] 
 
The data in figure 4.2 shows that the secondary electron yield begins at an ion beam energy of 1 
keV; extrapolating the electron yield to ion energies below 1 keV introduces a large uncertainty. 
This 0 V bias results in slow ions (~0 keV) at these low energies secondary electron yield data is 
not available. Therefore the ion current corrected for secondary electrons at the 0 V bias is not 
very accurate. The reason why the 0 V bias condition is important is because the setting is very 
close to the ion saturation transition voltage in some cases, which is why further study is 
important. Also the space charge (plasma) potential is not known for the helicon in HIIPER 
(though it is generally less than 100 V [28]). The plasma potential is important because the ions 
are accelerated by the plasma potential when the spherical probe is biased at 0 V. Ruzic et al 
have shown differing secondary electron emission trends at low energies as shown in figure 4.3 
[29]. Without accurate information about the plasma potential and the secondary electron 
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emission coefficient in the low energy regime (< 1 keV) the power calculated at the 0 V 
condition is extremely inaccurate. 
 
Figure 4.3: Secondary Electron Emission from stainless steel at different ion energies and angles 
of incidence. [29] 
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Chapter 5: Calculations 
One of the premises of HIIPER is that the ions in the helicon will be attracted by the large 
electric potential in the IEC. The large electric potential would quickly draw out the ions 
generated in the helicon into the IEC. Therefore the ion flow rate would improve with larger IEC 
cathode bias. To test this conceptual picture two theoretical studies have been employed; the first 
such studies were COMSOL simulations. 
5.1: COMSOL Multiphysics Model 
COMSOL is a commercial numerical finite-element suite which contains different modules 
corresponding to many types of physics problems. For example, there is an AC/DC module and a 
heat transfer module. The different modules can be coupled to solve multiphysics problems. 
COMSOL simulations were used to give an initial estimate of the electric field inside the helicon 
dielectric tube. The COMSOL simulations contained no plasma. Despite this the results 
generated by the simulations were very revealing. Two COMSOL simulations were developed to 
model the potential drop inside the helicon and IEC. The helicon was modeled as a dielectric 
cylinder attached to a grounded IEC chamber. The two models simulated the voltage profile 
within the system with no plasma. Paul Keutelian a FSL group member has tried using the 
plasma module to simulate conditions within the IEC with limited success [30]; therefore the 
plasma module was not used in these simulations. The two simulations differ in their geometry 
with the helicon tube dimensions (60 cm long and 2.5 cm radius) the same as the experiment for 
both simulations. One simulation had the angle of the IEC plasma jet perpendicular to the 
helicon dielectric tube shown in figure 5.2 while the other simulation had the IEC plasma jet 
parallel to the helicon dielectric tube, but on the opposing side shown in figure 5.3. The reason 
for these two simulations is because the IEC chamber is custom built with ports at varying 
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angles. So in reality the IEC jet is at an odd angle between the perpendicular and parallel 
directions with respect to the helicon dielectric tube. Simulating between those two directions 
gives the possible range of values for the voltage profile in the dielectric tube. COMSOL can 
solve for the voltage profile at any arbitrary angle, but it is easier to find the voltage profile range 
than to measure the odd angle as shown in figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: Angle between helicon tube and IEC beam. 
 
IEC beam 
direction 
Helicon port 
into IEC 
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Figure 5.2: Dielectric tube perpendicular to the IEC plasma jet. The jet exits in the z-direction. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Dielectric tube parallel to the IEC plasma jet. The jet exits in the z-direction. 
 
The COMSOL simulations of the voltage profile in the HIIPER system without plasma show that 
most of the voltage drop occurs between the IEC grid and the IEC chamber. In the helicon region 
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there is approximately a 20 V drop as shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5 compared to the overall 
voltage drop in the system (IEC and Helicon) of 5000 V. These results show that despite the 
large bias within the IEC the voltage drop in the helicon region is relatively small. This is one of 
the first clues indicating that the ion flow rate may not be as greatly affected by the IEC grid bias 
as initially proposed. 
 
Figure 5.4: Voltage profile of the entire (helicon and IEC) system along with a rescaled voltage 
profile of the dielectric tube. The dielectric tube is parallel to the IEC plasma jet. This simulated 
profile contains no plasma. 
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Figure 5.5: Voltage profile of the entire system (helicon and IEC) along with a rescaled voltage 
profile of the dielectric tube. The dielectric tube is perpendicular to the IEC plasma jet. This 
simulated profile contains no plasma. 
 
Another COMSOL model was developed to simulate the potential profile created by the biased 
spherical probe. The reason for this additional simulation was to test the assumption that the 
spherical probe produces a potential profile similar to that of an IEC grid. The spherical probe 
was modeled as a solid conducting ball. There was no plasma used in this simulation and the 
spherical probe did produce a potential profile similar to the IEC grid as shown by comparing 
figure 5.5 with the IEC region in figure 5.6. The only difference between the two figures is the 
potential profile in the center IEC grid and spherical probe region. However outside this center 
region the voltage profiles are quite similar. 
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Figure 5.6: Cross-sectional voltage profile of the IEC with a solid spherical probe without 
plasma. 
5.2: Zero Dimensional Rate Equation Model 
A zero dimensional numerical model has been developed to obtain the electron temperature of 
the helicon plasma as a function of ionization fraction. In addition the zero dimensional model 
shows how the power flows throughout the helicon plasma source. The zero dimensional model 
is a set of steady-state rate equations, the specifics of the model are shown in Appendix A. These 
rate equations provide theoretical values to the plasma properties inside the helicon, such as 
electron temperature and ionization fraction. The zero dimensional model does not take into 
account inefficiencies such as losses due to ion-electron recombination reactions. Furthermore 
because the model is zero dimensional the properties of the helicon plasma are assumed to be 
homogeneous. This is not the reality in practice for example the electron density is higher in the 
core/center region of the helicon than along the edges along dielectric wall. The cross-sections 
for the various reactions were obtained from the database LXcat [31].  
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Figure 5.7 shows the mass flow rate in zero dimensions. Entering the system (a zero dimension 
point) in figure 5.7 are neutrals. The level of ionization of gas at room temperature is negligible 
so the ion mass flow rate into the system is ignored along with the unbound electron mass flow 
rate into the system. The species exiting the system are neutrals, ions, and electrons; however the 
mass of the unbound electrons is low compared to the ions and is therefore ignored. 
 
Figure 5.7: Zero dimensional mass flow diagram 
 
The zero dimensional model uses basic information from experimental measurements, namely 
the ionization fraction, pressure, and RF power. The ionization fraction was attained using the 
particle flow rate from the mass flow controller of 1.23×10
18
 atoms/sec and the measured ion 
flow rate of ~10
16
 s
-1
 (see table 5.1) in conjunction with equation 5.1. 
  ̇                                  ̇         (5.1) 
Equation 5.1 is derived in appendix C. With the measured neutral and ion flow rates equation 5.1 
yields the ionization fractions at those flow rates. The values of the ionization fraction are shown 
in table 5.1 at different forward RF powers. The argon flow rate can be obtained from the argon 
mass flow rate by dividing the mass flow rate by the mass of an argon atom (≈ 6.642×10-26 
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kg/atom). Table 5.1 shows the ion currents at varying forward RF powers at a spherical probe 
bias -3000 V. The -3000 V bias was chosen in the calculation because the HIIPER experiment 
usually operates at around the -3000 V condition. 
Table 5.1: Ion flow rates, currents, and ionization fractions at different RF powers. 
 RF FWD: 
(W) 
Ion Flow Rates at -3000 V: 
(s
-1
) 
Current at -3000 V: 
(A) 
Ionization Fraction: 
30 1.78×10
16
 0.0028 0.014 
60 2.70×10
16
 0.0043 0.022 
90 3.54×10
16
 0.0057 0.029 
120 4.21×10
16
 0.0067 0.034 
150 4.77×10
16
 0.0076 0.039 
180 5.39×10
16
 0.0086 0.044 
210 5.85×10
16
 0.0094 0.048 
240 6.28×10
16
 0.0101 0.051 
270 6.83×10
16
 0.0109 0.056 
300 6.86×10
16
 0.0110 0.056 
 
To corroborate these ionization fractions Dr. Reilly’s PhD dissertation measurements were used. 
This was done because the helicon Dr. Reilly experimented with is the same helicon 
incorporated into HIIPER. When Dr. Reilly ran the helicon experiment alone he obtained 
electron densities on the order of 10
18
 m
-3
 at 300 W and 1.3 Pa (10 milli-Torr) this corresponds to 
an ionization fraction of approximately (4×10
18
 m
-3
/2.353×10
20
 m
-3
 ≈) 0.017 [15]. The ionization 
fraction is the ratio of ion density to the total gas number density. Assuming a quasi-neutral 
plasma the electron density is approximately the same as the ion density. The total gas number 
density is obtained using the ideal gas law in conjunction with the pressure and estimated 
temperature of 400 K. Dr. Reilly’s electron density measurement of the helicon plasma source is 
shown in figure 5.8. Using the ionization fraction obtained from Dr. Reilly’s dissertation [15] as 
an input into the zero dimensional model yields an electron temperature of around ~1.87 eV. 
Furthermore taking into account the ionization fraction 0.017 and HIIPER’s operating pressure 
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of 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) also yields electron densities on the order of 10
17
 m
-3
. This electron 
temperature and density is close to typical helicon values of ~5 eV and ~10
18
 m
-3
, respectively 
reported by Ruzic [4]. 
  
Figure 5.8: Radial electron density profile measurement at ~1.3 Pa (~10 milli-Torr) at 300 W 
with a 5-cm diameter dielectric tube. [15] 
 
Figures 5.9 through 5.13 were obtained from the zero dimensional model. Figure 5.9 shows that 
for a given power there is a tradeoff between electron temperature and ionization fraction. So if 
electron temperature is high the ionization fraction is low and vice versa; this is because energy 
is conserved. Figure 5.10 shows that the higher the RF input power the higher the electron 
temperature at a certain ionization fraction. Figure 5.11 shows that as the electron temperature 
increases the more power is needed to sustain the plasma. Figure 5.12 shows that as the 
ionization fraction increases, more power is required to maintain the higher ionization fraction. 
Figure 5.13 shows that at a constant ionization fraction and electron temperature as the pressure 
increases the power to preserve the plasma must also increase. 
Electron 
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Figure 5.9: This plot shows the electron temperature as a function of ionization fraction at a fixed 
input power of 300 W. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: This plot shows the electron temperature as a function of ionization fraction at a 
fixed pressure of 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr). 
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Figure 5.11: This plot shows the minimum power needed to sustain a certain electron 
temperature at a fixed ionization fraction, pressure, and plasma volume. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Plot of minimum power needed to sustain a particular ionization fraction at a fixed 
electron temperature and pressure. 
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Figure 5.13: Plot of minimum power needed sustain the plasma as a function of pressure with 
fixed ionization fraction and electron temperature. 
 
Using the plot in figure 5.9 it is possible to determine the electron temperature as a function of 
ionization fraction. The conditions in figure 5.9 are that there are 300 W coupled to the system 
which matches experimental conditions. The HIIPER experiment runs at 1.5 milli-Torr and the 
ionization fraction at 300 W is shown in table 5.1. So from figure 5.9 the corresponding electron 
temperatures at 300 W can be determined as shown in table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Electron temperatures obtained from the zero dimensional model at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-
Torr). 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
Ionization Fraction: Electron Temperature: 
(eV) 
30 0.014 1.79 
60 0.022 2.06 
90 0.029 2.20 
120 0.034 2.35 
150 0.039 2.45 
180 0.044 2.52 
210 0.048 2.60 
240 0.051 2.69 
270 0.056 2.72 
300 0.056 2.85 
 
5.3: RF Power Flows 
 
With the zero dimensional model it is also possible to determine how the RF power flows 
throughout the system. For example figure 5.11 shows that the total power needed to sustain a 
plasma at an electron temperature of 2.85 eV, a ionization fraction of 0.056, and a pressure of 0.2 
Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) is approximately 300 W. The 0.056 ionization fraction and 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-
Torr) pressure are chosen in this example because they are close to experimental values. As 
shown in figure 5.14 of the 300 W transferred to the electrons only 6 % of that power goes into 
ionizing argon atoms. The majority of the power (82 %) is lost to electron collisions with the 
helicon wall. The RF coupling efficiency to the electrons is assumed to be high in a helicon 
plasma. As the forward RF power increases or decreases the distribution of power to the different 
electron collision reactions changes. This is because the electron temperature and the ionization 
fraction can change with RF power. The crucial physics shown by this zero dimensional model is 
that only a fraction (6 %) of the power coupled to the electrons actually goes into ionization of 
argon neutrals under the specified conditions. 
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Figure 5.14: Electron power flow in the helicon plasma from the zero dimensional model, where 
η represents the power transfer efficiency. Note that a large percentage of power is lost to 
collisions with the helicon dielectric wall. 
 
From the information from figure 5.14 it is possible to obtain the average energy to produce one 
ion pair also known as a W-value. The equation for this W-value is, 
          
    
            
(5.2) 
Here PExc is the power loss due to excitation reactions, PIon is the power loss due to ionization 
reactions, and IE is the ionization energy of Argon (2.53×10
-18
 J/ion). The calculated W-value 
using results obtained from the zero dimensional model is 42.8 eV. However published W-values 
for argon are 26.4 eV [32]. This discrepancy in W-values is related to the electron temperature of 
the discharge used in the measurement. The type of discharged used in the published material has 
a higher electron temperature than the present helicon [32]. The higher the electron temperature 
the lower the W-value provided constant pressure, ionization fraction, and power; this is 
illustrated in the figure 5.15. Figure 5.16 shows the power flow as the electron temperature 
increases. These plots were obtained by varying the electron temperature while keeping the 
300 W to the 
electrons in the 
plasma. 
<1 W lost due to electron-neutral 
elastic scattering. 
33 W lost to electron impact 
excitation of argon. η ≈ 11 % 
19 W lost to electron impact 
ionization of argon. η ≈ 6 % 
247 W lost to electron collisions 
with the helicon dielectric wall. 
η ≈ 82 % 
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pressure and ionization fraction constant in the zero dimensional model. Note that the calculated 
W-value of 42.8 eV/ion corresponds to an electron temperature of 2.85 eV obtained at ~300 W 
forward power in table 5.2. In contrast the published W-value of 26.4 eV/ion corresponds to an 
electron temperature of 7.7 eV at a pressure of 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) and ionization fraction of 
0.056. 
 
Figure 5.15: Plot of W-value as a function of electron temperature. Values were obtained by 
varying the electron temperature in the zero dimensional model. 
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Figure 5.16: Plot of the power flows to the different reaction types (excitation and ionization) as 
a function of electron temperature. 
 
The power consumption and efficiency of the RF power supply itself is shown in figure 5.17. A 
range of efficiencies were given because the RF power supply manual gave the power factor as 
an inequality (Power Factor at Maximum Output into 50 ohm >0.70) [33].  
 
5.17: Power flow from the electrical outlet through the RF power supply. [33] 
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5.4: Neutral-Neutral and Neutral-Ion Collisions 
From the spherical probe measurements ion flow rate values are obtained, however it is not 
known if these ion flow rates are optimal. Optimal being defined as there is no clear way to 
further increase the ion flow rate given the physical constraints. To determine the optimal flow 
rate a diffusion equation is used. This diffusion equation shown in section 5.8 provides an “order 
of magnitude” estimate on the ion flow rate. The inputs required in the diffusion equation are 
various collision properties such as the collision frequency and the voltage and density gradients 
which can be determined from sheath calculations. Using this diffusion equation it is possible to 
compare the measured ion flow rates to the estimated values to see if the ion flow rates are 
indeed optimal. This is because the diffusion equation takes into account the physical phenomena 
that limit ion flow rate. If the measured ion flow rate is smaller than the diffusion equation flow 
rates, then other physical effects must be occurring and further exploration needs to be 
performed. If the measured ion flow rates are similar to the diffusion calculation flow rates then 
the flow rate is already limited by the physical properties of the system. Addition physical 
modification to the system must be made to further increase ion flow rate. 
 
Measuring the collision properties between neutrals such as the neutral-neutral mean free path 
can help determine whether continuum mechanics is still applicable. The mean free path for 
neutral-neutral collisions is determined by approximating the neutral-neutral collisions as hard 
sphere collisions. In general the mean free path is energy dependent, because the collision cross-
section is energy dependent. However in this approximation the energy dependence is neglected. 
The reason the energy dependence can be neglected is because the argon neutrals and argon ions 
are close to room temperature. This means that the energies of the argon species are relatively 
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low and uniform, so that energy dependent effects can be ignored. The mean free path formula 
for ideal hard sphere collisions is, 
 
        
 
    √ 
 
(5.3) 
where d is the diameter of the gas molecule and n is the number density of the gas molecules 
[34]. The diameter of the “sphere” for argon is approximated as twice the Van der Waals radius 
of argon which is 3.76×10
-10
 m [35].  Then, for argon at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) the mean free 
path is ~3 cm. In this case since the helicon dielectric tube which is approximately 4 cm is close 
to the length of the mean free path, continuum mechanics is no longer applicable and the flow is 
in the molecular flow regime [7]. Using the root-mean-square (RMS) velocity of ~500 m/s for 
argon at 400 K the neutral-neutral collision frequency is ~10
4
 s
-1
. For neutral-ion collisions 
similar values are used. The justification for this is despite the fact that one of the particles is 
charged the other particle is neutral. Thus coulomb collisions should not play a huge role in the 
collision process, though the ions can induce a dipole on the neutral atom causing some 
coulombic effects. 
5.5: Electron-Ion Collisions 
Determining the various collision frequencies is necessary to determine the theoretical ion flow 
rate from the helicon to the IEC. The collision frequency for electron-ion collision is given by, 
 
    
   
            
    
(5.4) 
where e is the elementary charge, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, v is electron speed, m is the 
mass of an electron, n is the particle density, and ln Λ is about 10 for most laboratory plasmas 
[11]. The mean free path for electron-ion collisions is, 
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(5.5) 
where v in the numerator is the electron speed and νei in the denominator is the electron-ion 
collision frequency. The calculated collision frequency and the electron-ion mean free path at 
pressure of 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) is shown in table 5.3.  
Table 5.3: Electron-ion collision frequencies and mean free paths at different RF powers. 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
Electron Temperature: 
(eV) 
Collision freq. (e-i): 
(s
-1
) 
m.f.p. (e-i): 
(m) 
30 1.79 1.15×10
6
 0.846 
60 2.06 1.41×10
6
 0.738 
90 2.20 1.68×10
6
 0.642 
120 2.35 1.81×10
6
 0.616 
150 2.45 1.93×10
6
 0.590 
180 2.52 2.08×10
6
 0.554 
210 2.60 2.16×10
6
 0.542 
240 2.69 2.20×10
6
 0.541 
270 2.72 2.36×10
6
 0.509 
300 2.85 2.21×10
6
 0.556 
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5.6: Electron-Neutral Collisions 
The cross-sections for electron collisions with neutral argon atoms are shown in figure 5.18 [31]. 
 
 
Figure 5.18: Electron collision with neutral argon cross-sections. Red line: The elastic scattering 
cross-section of electrons with argon neutrals. Green line: Electron impact excitation with argon 
neutrals. Blue line: Electron impact ionization with argon neutrals. [31] 
 
The highest cross-section value shown in figure 5.18 is ~10
-19
 m
2
. Using the cross-section value 
of ~10
-19
 m
2
 and an electron density ~10
18
 m
-3
 yields an electron-neutral mean free path of ~10 
m. The collision frequency using the mean free path of ~10 m and a RMS electron velocity ~10
6
 
m/s (corresponding to an electron temperature ranging from 1.79 eV to 2.85 eV) is ~10
5
 s
-1
. A 
comparison of the collision frequencies is made to determined which collision frequency is the 
highest. The highest collision frequency is used in the diffusion equation to determine the 
theoretical ion flow rate.  
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5.7: Sheaths 
Sheath calculations are required to determine the optimal ion flow rates. This is because the 
diffusion equation shown in section 5.8 requires the density and voltage gradients which can be 
determined through the analysis of the sheath and presheath regions. Properties of the 
sheath/presheath are important in determining the ion flow rate from the helicon to the IEC. This 
is because most of the voltage variations that lead to the movement of charged particles happen 
in the sheath/presheath. The Debye length, matrix sheath thickness, and the Child-Langmuir 
sheath thickness for HIIPER at a pressure of 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) are shown in table 5.4. 
Table 5.4: Sheath thicknesses at different RF powers using electron temperature values obtained 
from the zero dimensional model. 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
Debye Length: 
(m) 
Matrix Sheath Thickness: 
(m) 
Child Sheath Thickness: 
(m) 
30 1.37×10
-5
 7.96×10
-4
 0.11 
60 1.20×10
-5
 6.46×10
-4
 0.09 
90 1.08×10
-5
 5.64×10
-4
 0.08 
120 1.02×10
-5
 5.18×10
-4
 0.07 
150 9.82×10
-6
 4.86×10
-4
 0.06 
180 9.37×10
-6
 4.57×10
-4
 0.06 
210 9.13×10
-6
 4.39×10
-4
 0.06 
240 8.97×10
-6
 4.24×10
-4
 0.06 
270 8.65×10
-6
 4.06×10
-4
 0.05 
300 8.83×10
-6
 4.05×10
-4
 0.05 
 
The current used in the Child sheath calculations were obtained from the experimental spherical 
probe measurements. According to Lieberman the Child law sheath is larger than the matrix 
sheath; furthermore, Lieberman states that the “Child law sheath can be of the order of 100 
Debye lengths (~1 cm) in a typical processing discharge,” [10] which is consistent with the 
described results. The difference between the matrix sheath and the Child-Langmuir sheath is 
that the matrix sheath does not take into account the decrease in ion density as the ions accelerate 
in the sheath. The presheath length can be approximated from the length of the sheath. The 
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presheath length is estimated by measuring the distance from the helicon antenna (which is 
where the bulk plasma is located) to the Spherical Langmuir probe surface and subtracting the 
length of the sheath from this helicon antenna to spherical probe distance.  
 
Figure 5.19: Schematic of bulk plasma, presheath, and sheath. The densities ne, ni, and ns denote 
the electron density, ion density, and (ion or electron) density at the sheath-presheath interface. 
The potentials Φp and Φw denote the plasma potential and the potential of the wall with respect to 
the potential at the sheath-presheath interface. [10] 
 
The overall sheath contains several subparts as shown in figure 5.19. These subparts are the 
Child-Langmuir sheath, the presheath, and the transition region between the Child-Langmuir 
sheath and the presheath [36]. Traditionally the voltage drop across the presheath is calculated to 
be, 
   
  
                           
(5.6) 
where Te is the electron temperature in units of electron-volts (eV). For the HIIPER device the 
electron temperature in the helicon calculated from the zero dimensional model was 1.79 eV to 
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2.85 eV. This electron temperature corresponds to a voltage drop in the presheath of around 0.9 
V to 1.43 V. This result is very low considering the that the voltage drop in the sheath is 
approximately 3000 V. Oksuz and Hershkowitz showed that equation 5.6 does not satisfy the 
Bohm criterion in some cases. This is because ionizations and charge exchange collisions in the 
presheath can generate slow ions. These slow ions reduce the drift velocity of ions in the 
presheath and violate the Bohm criterion at the presheath-sheath interface. Oksuz and 
Hershkowitz show that the potential drop in the presheath varies with pressure from 0.8Te/e to 
1.1Te/e to counteract the effects of these slow ions.  
 
The voltage drop in the presheath also increases with increasing pressure [37]. This is because as 
the neutral pressure increases, the charge exchange length decreases, which means more charge 
exchange reactions and more slow ions. As previously mentioned there is a transition region 
between the Child-Langmuir sheath and the presheath. It is because of this transition region that 
the ions are traveling faster than the Bohm velocity at the sheath edge. This indicates that there is 
yet another voltage drop in the transition region to accelerate the ions. Oksuz and Hershkowitz’s 
[37] research has been used exclusively in the explanation of sheaths and presheaths. This is 
because many theoretical discussions of sheaths have been published, however one of the first 
thorough experimental measurements of the presheath and sheath were performed by the same 
team, Oksuz and Hershkowitz, in 2002 using emissive probes [36]. The voltage drop in the 
presheath as shown by Oksuz and Hershkowitz is on the order of the electron temperature. More 
extensive theoretical studies on the sheath and presheath could have been performed. However 
based on the investigation of Franklin [38], the sheath and presheath transition is still not very 
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well understood. Therefore using a simple linear approximation of the presheath density and 
voltage gradient seems justified. 
Table 5.5: Approximate presheath length and presheath voltage drop at different RF powers. 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
Approximate presheath length: 
(m) 
Voltage Drop in Presheath: 
(V) 
30 0.43 1.79 
60 0.45 2.06 
90 0.46 2.2 
120 0.47 2.35 
150 0.48 2.45 
180 0.48 2.52 
210 0.48 2.6 
240 0.48 2.69 
270 0.49 2.72 
300 0.49 2.85 
5.8: Diffusion 
The rate of diffusion of ions in the helicon is critically important in determining the ion flow 
rates from the helicon to the IEC. The ion flow rate estimate from the helicon to the IEC can be 
approximated using, 
              (5.7) 
where Γi is the ion flux, n is the ion density, E is the electric field, μi is the ion mobility, and Da is 
the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The ion density gradient and the electric field drive the 
diffusion of ions in the helicon. To determine the ion flux, the mobility and various diffusion 
coefficients need to be defined. The mobility (µ) is defined as 
 
  
| |
  
 
(5.8) 
where q is the charge number (Z) of the species multiplied by the elementary charge (e ≈ 
1.602×10
-19
 C), m is the mass of the species, and ν is the collision frequency. The diffusion 
coefficient (D) is defined as 
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(5.9) 
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature of the species, m is the mass of the 
species, and ν is the collision frequency. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is defined as: 
 
   
         
     
 
(5.10) 
The ambipolar diffusion coefficient physically takes into account that the electrons are generally 
more mobile than the ions. Due to the reduced mass of the electrons, they have a higher speed 
than the ions for a given energy. When the electrons drift away the ions must follow because of 
the electric field created by the separation of the charged particles; this is termed ambipolar 
diffusion. Ambipolar diffusion serves to enhance ion diffusion. To determine the mobility and 
the diffusion coefficient, the collision frequency has to be found. It turns out that the electron-ion 
collision frequency is the largest, on the order of 10
6
 s
-1
. Ion-neutral collisions have a frequency 
on the order of 10
6
 s
-1
. These collision frequencies were determined in the previous sections 
describing the various collisions. Larger collision frequencies lead to smaller mobility and 
diffusion coefficients. Therefore choosing the largest of the collision frequencies is justified 
because the mobility and diffusion coefficients are limited by these collisions. Using the 
electron-ion collision frequency, the results in table 5.6 are obtained. 
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Table 5.6: Approximate values for diffusion, mobility, flux, and flow rates 
RF 
FWD: 
(W) 
Ion 
Mobility: 
(C×s/kg) 
Ion Diff. 
Coeff.: 
(m
2
/s) 
Electron 
Mobility: 
(C×s/kg) 
Electron 
Diff. Coeff.: 
(m
2
/s) 
Ambipolar 
Diff. Coeff.: 
(m
2
/s) 
30 2.10 7.23×10
-2
 1.53×10
5
 2.74×10
5
 3.83 
60 1.71 5.89×10
-2
 1.25×10
5
 2.57×10
5
 3.58 
90 1.44 4.96×10
-2
 1.05×10
5
 2.31×10
5
 3.21 
120 1.33 4.60×10
-2
 9.74×10
4
 2.29×10
5
 3.18 
150 1.25 4.32×10
-2
 9.13×10
4
 2.24×10
5
 3.11 
180 1.16 3.99×10
-2
 8.44×10
4
 2.13×10
5
 2.96 
210 1.12 3.85×10
-2
 8.14×10
4
 2.12×10
5
 2.94 
240 1.10 3.78×10
-2
 7.99×10
4
 2.15×10
5
 2.98 
270 1.02 3.53×10
-2
 7.47×10
4
 2.03×10
5
 2.82 
300 1.09 3.77×10
-2
 7.97×10
4
 2.27×10
5
 3.15 
 
The ion flow rate was determined by multiplying the ion flux with the cross-sectional area of the 
helicon dielectric tube which has a radius of 2 cm. Certain assumptions must be made in the ion 
flux equation (equation 5.7). The first such assumption is that the ion density is roughly constant 
at 10
18
 m
-3
. The electric field can affect the density of the plasma. In the sheath region the density 
decreases and quasi-neutrality breaks down. The electric field and the density gradient in the 
presheath were used in the ion flux equation. In present calculations the electric field and the 
density gradient were assumed to be linearly varying from the helicon antenna to the presheath-
sheath edge as shown in figure 5.20. The electric field was calculated by approximating the 
voltage drop in the presheath to be electron temperature. Dividing this voltage drop by length 
from the helicon antenna to the presheath-sheath interface yields the approximate electric field in 
the presheath as shown in figure 5.20.  
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Figure 5.20: Linear approximation of the electric field. Original approximation had boundaries 
from the helicon antenna to the spherical probe. Revised approximation had boundaries from the 
helicon antenna to the sheath-presheath interface. 
 
To approximate the ion density gradient, equation 5.11 was developed. Equation 5.11 is a 
modified form of the presheath ion density drop equation obtained from Lieberman [10]. The 
author of this thesis revised Lieberman’s original equation. 
        
          
(   
 
   
  )     
(5.11) 
Where ni,bulk is the ion density of the “bulk plasma” (plasma far away from any solid surfaces), 
Lpresheath is the length of the presheath, e is the elementary charge, Te is the electron temperature 
in electron-volts, and Φp is the plasma potential of the bulk plasma with respect to the voltage at 
sheath-presheath interface. The equation assumes a linear ion density drop from the helicon 
antenna to the sheath-presheath interface similar to the way the electric field was determined. 
Table 5.7 shows the linear approximation of the density and the electric field at different RF 
powers. 
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Table 5.7: Linear approximation of Electric field and density gradient in the presheath. 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
E-field: 
(V/m) 
Approximate 
presheath length: 
(m) 
Density Drop 
in Presheath: 
(m
-3
) 
Density 
gradient: 
(m
-4
) 
30 4.13 0.43 3.31×10
17
 7.63×10
17
 
60 4.54 0.45 5.02×10
17
 1.11×10
18
 
90 4.73 0.46 6.58×10
17
 1.42×10
18
 
120 4.99 0.47 7.83×10
17
 1.66×10
18
 
150 5.16 0.48 8.88×10
17
 1.87×10
18
 
180 5.26 0.48 1.00×10
18
 2.09×10
18
 
210 5.40 0.48 1.09×10
18
 2.26×10
18
 
240 5.56 0.48 1.17×10
18
 2.42×10
18
 
270 5.60 0.49 1.27×10
18
 2.62×10
18
 
300 5.86 0.49 1.28×10
18
 2.63×10
18
 
 
As shown in table 5.8 the measured ion flow rates match the ion flow rates obtained from the ion 
flux equation (equation 5.7) to within an order of magnitude. This demonstrates that the ion flow 
rate measured is comparable (same order of magnitude) to the estimated ion flow rate determined 
from the diffusion equation. The diffusion equation incorporated many assumptions, such as the 
linear voltage and density drop with respect to position. The electron-ion collision frequency is 
an order of magnitude estimate [11]. The zero dimensional model homogenizing the helicon is 
also an approximation. Despite these assumptions and estimates the calculated ion flow rate is 
approximately the same order of magnitude as the measured ion flow rate. The calculation 
performed captures most of the essential physics in the experiment as shown in the comparison 
between the measured and calculated ion flow rates in table 5.8. The theoretical study also 
reveals that the bias on the spherical probe plays some role in determining ion flux, but not in the 
intuitive way, because effects such as Debye shielding play a large role in shielding large biases. 
However spherical probe voltages determine sheath thickness which in turn affects the presheath 
length. It is this presheath length that determines the density and voltage gradients which 
contribute to ion diffusion. 
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Table 5.8: Comparison between the calculated ion flow rate and the measured ion flow rate at 
different RF powers. 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
Ion Flux: 
(s×m
2
)
-1
 
Calculated Ion Flow Rate: 
(s
-1
) 
Measured Ion Flow Rate: 
(s
-1
) 
30 7.45×10
18
 9.37×10
15
 1.78×10
16
 
60 1.01×10
19
 1.27×10
16
 2.70×10
16
 
90 1.16×10
19
 1.46×10
16
 3.54×10
16
 
120 1.35×10
19
 1.70×10
16
 4.21×10
16
 
150 1.49×10
19
 1.87×10
16
 4.77×10
16
 
180 1.58×10
19
 1.99×10
16
 5.39×10
16
 
210 1.70×10
19
 2.14×10
16
 5.85×10
16
 
240 1.85×10
19
 2.32×10
16
 6.28×10
16
 
270 1.89×10
19
 2.37×10
16
 6.83×10
16
 
300 2.12×10
19
 2.67×10
16
 6.86×10
16
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Chapter 6: Experimental Results 
6.1: Power from the Helicon Plasma Source 
 
The measurements shown in figures B.1 through B.12 in appendix B were obtained from the 
spherical probe at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr), 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr), and 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr). 
The plots shown in appendix B have error bars only for the 30 W and 300 W RF power levels; 
this is to avoid disordered plots. The error bars at the 30 W and 300 W RF power levels give the 
range of errors for all intermediate RF power levels. The helicon-IEC interface is a very critical 
part of the HIIPER system. Figures B.1, B.2, B.5, B.6, B.9, and B.10 shows the current collected 
by the spherical probe measuring the inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) source and the helicon 
plasma source (which is essentially an ICP with an appropriate magnetic field and antenna). The 
ICP in this case is the helicon system without power flowing to the electromagnets.  The plots of 
the current from the ICP in figures B.1, B.5, and B.9 show that by -1000 V the spherical probe 
has reached ion saturation. This is because there does not appear to be an increase and leveling of 
the current as the magnitude of the voltage is increased. The current detected by the spherical 
probe is relatively level for the ICP at the various pressures from 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) to 0.33 
Pa (2.5 milli-Torr). For the helicon at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) and 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) the 
spherical probe seems to have reached ion saturation by 1000 V. Better resolution could not be 
obtained at voltages between 0 V and -1000 V because the DC power supply is was not fully 
stable at less than ~5% of its maximum voltage of 50 kV. Furthermore the data for the secondary 
electron emission coefficient for argon ions on stainless steel [27] begins at 1 keV and ends at 20 
keV as shown in figure 4.2. 
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The reason net current seems to increase at higher voltage magnitudes (-5000 V) in figures B.2, 
B.6, and B.10 even though ion saturation has been reached is because at the pressures measured 
(~0.2 Pa or ~1.5 milli-Torr) plasma can form between the spherical probe and the grounded IEC 
chamber. This additional plasma did not originate from the helicon but from the DC breakdown 
between the spherical probe and the IEC chamber. This breakdown would enhance the amount of 
current collected giving inaccurate results.  
 
Extrapolating to energies below 1 keV introduces a large uncertainty into the spherical probe 
data analysis. Using the spherical probe data at a -1000 V probe bias, the efficiencies are shown 
in table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Power collected by the spherical probe biased at -1000 V from the helicon 
Pressure  
(Pa) 
Pressure 
(mTorr) 
Helicon Power 
(W) 
Power collected by spherical probe 
(W) 
Efficiency 
0.2 1.5 240 9.76 4.1 % 
0.2 1.5 270 10.8 4.0 % 
0.2 1.5 300 10.1 3.4 % 
0.27 2 240 9.76 4.1 % 
0.27 2 270 10.8 4.0 % 
0.27 2 300 10.1 3.4 % 
0.33 2.5 240 11.0 4.6 % 
0.33 2.5 270 11.1 4.1 % 
0.33 2.5 300 12.2 4.1 % 
 
Table 6.1 indicates two trends. The first trend is that power efficiency increases with decreasing 
RF power. The second trend is that power efficiency increases as the pressure increases. The 
pressure is normally an adjustable parameter for experiments in vacuum. However in this 
experiment, the plasma jet only forms in a narrow range of pressures around 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-
Torr). Thus the pressure parameter is not so useful in HIIPER. 
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The efficiencies presented above are lower than those shown in Dr. Piefer dissertation (13%), 
however as mentioned previously the data in Dr. Piefer’s thesis did not explicitly indicate when 
ion saturation was reached. This means that the power transfer efficiency from Dr. Piefer’s work 
could be lower than the 13% calculated. Even the data used in the table above did not explicitly 
show at what voltage ion saturation has been reached.  Although a range of voltages (0 V to -
1000 V) at which saturation transition occurs has been determined. Dr. Piefer corrected for 
secondary electron emission, furthermore Dr. Piefer used a simple biased electrode to measure 
the ion current similar to the HIIPER experiment. In addition the power used by the 
electromagnets was not added to the forward RF power, so the “Helicon Power” does not 
represent total power consumed by the helicon plasma source.  
Power from the helicon can be defined in different ways. One way defined earlier is the number 
of charge species accelerating through a certain electric potential. The way power is defined in 
the zero dimensional model of the helicon is the power lost by the electrons due to electron 
impact ionization. This leads to another definition of power which involves multiplying the 
ionization energy of argon (2.525×10
-18
 J/ion) [39] to the number of ions collected by the 
spherical probe per second. The power from this definition is substantially less than the power 
plotted in figures B.3, B.4, B.7, B.8, B.11, and B.12. Figures B.13 through B.18 in Appendix B 
shows the power versus probe bias with the power calculated using the ionization energy 
method. 
 
The plots in figures B.13 through B.18 are similar to the plots in figures B.1, B.2, B.5, B.6, B.9, 
and B.10. This is because the numbers in figures B.1 through B.6 were obtain by multiplying the 
current in figures B.1, B.2, B.5, B.6, B.9, and B.10 by the ionization energy of argon divided by 
the elementary charge (IE,Ar/e) to obtain power. 
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Figure 6.1: Power efficiency as a function of radio-frequency power at a pressure of 0.33 Pa (2.5 
milli-Torr) 
 
The trend of increasing power efficiency as the RF power decreases is shown in figure 6.1. The 
error bars make it difficult to determine whether there is actually an efficiency trend. Without the 
exact transition voltage and secondary electron emission coefficients, a set transition voltage was 
chosen. The transition voltage of -1000 V was used to determine the plasma power to the IEC. 
This set transition voltage may not be realistic since the ion saturation transition voltage can 
change with different RF powers.  
 
Using a different definition of power a similar trend of increased efficiency with decreasing RF 
power can be shown. This different power definition involves using the argon ionization energy 
method to calculate power. Figures B.19 through B.24 show the power efficiency calculated by 
dividing the power obtained using the argon ionization energy with the RF power. These plots 
show again that efficiency increases with decreasing RF power levels. The trends shown in these 
plots reveal that at each voltage setting 0 V, -1000 V, -3000 V, and -5000 V the efficiency is 
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higher at lower RF power levels. These efficiency trends are based on current collected at a fixed 
voltage and are not directly related to the ion saturation transition voltage.  
 
A possible explanation for this increased efficiency with decreased RF power is that at lower RF 
powers the ionization fraction maybe close to the upper bound ionization fraction. Increases in 
the RF power asymptotically approach the upper bound ionization fraction. This asymptotic 
approach may explain the decrease in efficiency as the RF power is increased. This explanation 
may deviate from figure 5.11 which shows increasing ionization fraction with increased power. 
In figure 5.11 the electron temperature is fixed, however as the power driving the plasma 
increases, the electron temperature generally increases. So figure 5.11 is not applicable in this 
situation. 
6.2: Particle Flow Rate from the Helicon Plasma Source 
Power efficiency, as defined by the number of ions accelerating through an electric potential, is 
not the only useful measure of the helicon plasma injection into the IEC. This is because DC 
plasmas have low ion number densities (~10
16
 m
-3
) as shown in table 1.1. Ion flow rates from the 
helicon to the IEC can also drastically influence the performance of the HIIPER experiment. 
However depending on the definition of power used, for example the ion flow rate multiplied by 
the ionization energy, the ion flow rate can be directly proportional to power. 
 
The mass flow rate normally used in the HIIPER experiment is 3 SCCM (or 3 cm
3
/min) of argon 
gas at approximately 25 Celsius. The mass flow rate can be determined from the argon density 
taken from a table in the Alicat Scientific manual [40]. Argon has a density of 1.6339 g/L at 
25°C and 14.696 PSIA this converts 3 cm
3
/min to a mass flow rate of 8.17×10
-8
 kg/sec. Using 
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the mass of an argon atom the argon particle flow rate is 1.23×10
18
 atoms/sec. However the 
argon particle flow rate does not necessarily limit the number of ions per second generated. This 
concept is illustrated in figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2: Illustration showing that the number of particles entering and exiting (2 s
-1
) a system 
does not limit the number of ions generated (5 s
-1
 in the example) in a system. Since the flow in 
HIIPER is molecular, particles can randomly flow back to the ionization source through random 
collisions. 
 
The depiction above shows that 2 particles/s are entering and exiting a system. One may think 
that because a net flow rate of 2 particle/s is traversing a system that this places a ceiling on how 
many ions per second can be generated and thus detected by the probe. The system is in steady 
state because the number of particles in the system equals the amount exiting the system; 
however the particle flow rate in and out of a system says nothing about the number of particles 
in the system. In the HIIPER experiment the number of particles in the system is determined 
from the pressure. In the figure above there can be an arbitrarily large number of particles in the 
system. There are 3 particles/s entering the ionization source region and 5 particles/s (ions) 
exiting the region. This is still a net particle flow rate of 2 particles/s. Despite the fact there are 
2 particles/s 2 particles/s 
Ionization 
Source 
(Helicon) 
2 net particles/s 
5 particles/s (ions) 
3 particles/s 
Note: Particles can be ions or neutrals 
Partic 
IEC 
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only 2 particles/s entering and exiting the system, there can be 5 particles/s (ions) generated by 
the system. This reveals that the particle flow rate through the system does not necessarily place 
an upper bound on the number of ions per second generated. 
6.3: Example Mission 
 
Using the principles discussed in the introduction it is possible to tailor HIIPER to a specific 
mission. HIIPER’s ionization and acceleration stage are decoupled so capabilities such as 
adjusting the thrust and specific impulse also known as variable specific impulse is possible. 
Variable specific impulse is beneficial because different parts of a space mission may have 
different requirements. For example when initially propelling a spacecraft high thrust and 
therefore low Isp is required for the spacecraft to move. Once the spacecraft is in motion high Isp 
and therefore low thrust is required for better fuel utilization. Assuming that a certain mission 
requires a Δv of 130000 m/s and a thrust of 0.5 mN. To achieve a 130000 m/s Δv requires a 
similar thruster exhaust velocity. Using equation 1.2 and an exhaust velocity of 130000 m/s 
corresponds to an IEC grid voltage of ~3500 V. With an exhaust velocity of 130000 m/s and a 
thrust of 0.5 mN, a mass flow rate can be obtained using equation 1.1. This leads to an ion flow 
rate of 6.2×10
16
 s
-1
 which corresponds to a helicon power of approximately 240 W RF.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
7.1: Helicon Ion Transfer 
To explore the transfer of ions from the helicon to the IEC, a preliminary analysis was performed 
using COMSOL. The COMSOL simulations, which contained no plasma, showed that the 
spherical Langmuir probe produced a voltage profile similar to the IEC grid. Additionally the 
COMSOL simulations also showed despite the large multi-kilovolt bias on the spherical probe 
and IEC grid, the voltage drop in the helicon tube was ~20 V. The COMSOL simulations were 
one of the first indicators that the helicon ion transfer may not be as great as initially expected. 
After the COMSOL simulations were performed a more thorough model of the helicon ion 
injection into the IEC was developed. This more comprehensive model of helicon ion injection 
used some physical data such as ionization fraction, helicon tube dimensions, IEC chamber 
dimensions, etc. The ionization fraction data was inputted into a zero dimensional model to 
obtain the electron temperature, an example of this is shown in table 5.2. The zero dimensional 
model homogenized the helicon plasma. This homogenizing of the helicon plasma is an 
important assumption because helicon plasma’s are not homogeneous, the plasma in a helicon 
tube is more dense in the center of the tube than near the helicon tube walls as shown in figure 
5.8. 
 
The electron temperature data, obtained from the zero dimensional model, was used in a 
diffusion equation (equation 5.7). Several important assumptions were made in this diffusion 
equation; the first of which is the use of equation 5.4. Equation 5.4 provides an order of 
magnitude estimate of the electron-ion collision frequency. Other major assumptions include the 
linear approximation of the presheath voltage drop and presheath ion density drop. Although 
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many assumptions were made in determining the theoretical ion flow rate from the helicon into 
the IEC, the results of the theoretical ion flow rate are the same order of magnitude as the 
measured ion flow rate. This comparison of calculated and measured ion flow rate is shown in 
table 7.1. 
Table 7.1: Comparison between calculated ion flow rate and measured ion flow rate at different 
RF powers. 
RF FWD: 
(W) 
Calculated Ion Flow Rate: 
(s
-1
) 
Measured Ion Flow Rate: 
(s
-1
) 
30 9.37×10
15
 1.78×10
16
 
60 1.27×10
16
 2.70×10
16
 
90 1.46×10
16
 3.54×10
16
 
120 1.70×10
16
 4.21×10
16
 
150 1.87×10
16
 4.77×10
16
 
180 1.99×10
16
 5.39×10
16
 
210 2.14×10
16
 5.85×10
16
 
240 2.32×10
16
 6.28×10
16
 
270 2.37×10
16
 6.83×10
16
 
300 2.67×10
16
 6.86×10
16
 
 
7.2: Helicon Power Transfer 
 
Power transfer from the helicon to the IEC depends on the ion flow rate. An analysis of how the 
RF power gets distributed in the helicon is shown in figure 5.14. To summarize the analysis 
shown in figure 5.14, of the 300 W of RF power that is coupled to the plasma in the helicon 
source only 19 W goes into actually ionizing the gas. The majority of the power (247 W) is lost 
due to electron collisions with the helicon dielectric wall.  
 
Chapter 6 explored two definitions of power transfer from the helicon to the IEC. The first 
definition involved multiplying the current collected by the spherical probe by the spherical 
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probe voltage. The second definition involved multiplying the ion flow rate by the ionization 
energy of argon. The first power definition (multiplying the ion current by the voltage applied to 
spherical probe) includes the acceleration of the charged plasma species through a potential 
difference. The acceleration of charged plasma species from the helicon to the IEC does not 
represent the “true” power transferred from the helicon to the IEC; this is because the power that 
went into accelerating the charged plasma species did not originate from the helicon. The RF 
power coupled to the helicon source ionized the gas atoms; it did not impart any net acceleration 
to the plasma species. Therefore it is believed that the second power definition (ion flow rate 
multiplied by the ionization energy of argon) is a more precise definition of power transfer from 
the helicon to the IEC despite the low power levels calculated using this method. The power 
transfer from the helicon to the IEC using this second power definition is shown in figure B.13 to 
B.18 in appendix B. 
7.3: Goals Achieved  
 
The helicon-IEC interface was explored; measurements to find the power transfer and ion flow 
rates from the helicon to the IEC were performed. Separate theoretical analyses were performed 
to determine the ion flow rate. The theoretical ion flow rate and the measured ion flow rate were 
within one order of magnitude of each other. This order of magnitude similarity is quite good 
given the assumptions made in the theoretical model. The power transfer from the helicon to the 
IEC was explored earlier in this chapter. 
 
The main ideas learned from this research are that because of Debye shielding the high voltage 
applied to the spherical probe are screened by the plasma surrounding the probe. This shielding 
means that plasma farther from the probe are not as strongly attracted to the biased probe. Other 
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lessons learned are despite the helicon being a high density source depending on the geometry of 
the helicon dielectric tube a large portion of the power coupled to the electrons in the helicon can 
be lost to electron collisions with the helicon wall. A natural idea is to construct a helicon with a 
smaller wall surface area at a similar or larger volume to increase the power that goes into 
ionization of the neutral gas molecules. A larger volume and smaller wall surface area can lead 
to more neutral ionizations, because electrons are less likely to bombard the wall and more likely 
to impact neutrals. Geometrically this means a dielectric cylinder with a larger radius and a 
smaller height. If the plasma electron temperature remains the same and the height of the 
dielectric tube was shortened this would mean a higher electric field in the presheath. According 
to equation 5.7 this would mean a higher ion flux. The ion flow rate would also be higher, 
because the cross-sectional area of the dielectric tube is larger. 
7.4: Future Work   
 
Suggestions for future work include constructing emissive probes to map out the plasma 
potential in the IEC and at the helicon-IEC interface. Moreover determining if the helicon-IEC 
interface has a plasma potential of zero or lower will be critical to the HIIPER experiment. This 
is because a higher than zero plasma potential at the helicon-IEC interface can result in the loss 
of a large number of ions. This is because if the ions start at a higher potential than ground at the 
helicon-IEC interface the ions will collide with the grounded IEC chamber opposite the helicon 
exit. If the plasma potential is indeed higher than zero volts at the helicon-IEC interface, an 
experiment can be performed to measure the number of ions that hit the chamber walls opposite 
the helicon port opening. This can be done by having a conducting plate near the chamber walls 
opposite the helicon port opening. The conducting plate will be very close to the chamber wall 
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and there will have to be insulation between the plate and the chamber wall. This plate will be 
used to measure the current from the impact of ions that have not been scattered from the 
helicon. This measurement can also be used to determine how many ions from the helicon get 
scattered.  
A reflector plate can be used to stop ions from impacting the wall opposing the helicon; however 
this reflector plate will need to be at the plasma potential of the helicon plasma. Other ideas to 
prevent ions from hitting the chamber wall opposite the helicon include having an outer IEC grid 
within the vacuum chamber. This outer IEC grid should be biased to the helicon plasma potential 
and have aligned asymmetric openings with the inner IEC grid. The idea behind this outer grid is 
to see if the ions from the helicon are confined by this outer IEC grid instead of just colliding 
with the vacuum chamber walls. 
 
Another experiment involves RF compensated Langmuir probes to measure electron temperature 
and plasma potential in the helicon. With these values the presheath voltage drop can be 
determined. Combining this data with the data from the emissive probe it is possible to determine 
the length of the presheath. With the length of the presheath and the voltage drop in the presheath 
it is possible to find a better estimate of the theoretical maximum ion flux from the helicon to the 
IEC. In addition with the electron temperature measured from the RF compensated Langmuir 
probe it is possible to compare the measured values with the zero dimensional model’s 
theoretical values. 
 
Differential pumping between the helicon and IEC can also be explored. Learning from Dr. 
Piefer’s work a shorter length differential pumping system should be constructed and 
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experiments should be done to benchmark the performance of the differential pumping system. 
Furthermore special ion extraction devices can be constructed to possibly improve ion flow rates. 
Further study needs to be done based on the newest data collected in appendix D. The ion current 
data shown in appendix D shows that for higher RF power the ion current does not necessarily 
saturate between -1000 V to -5000 V. This rising ion current with increasing spherical probe bias 
is shown in figure D.1. 
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Appendix A: 
 
The zero dimensional model of particle conservation is a set of rate equations. 
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Where Nn, Ni, and Ne represents the number of neutrals, ions, and electrons, respectively. 
 
In steady state equations A.1 to A.3 become:  
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[Ni,out] ≈ [Nn,ioniz] can be obtained from current measurements using a biased electrode. 
 
The zero dimensional energy conservation equation says the change of energy with respect to 
time is equal to the power entering the system minus the power leaving the system. 
 
So for ions, electrons, and neutrals: 
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Where         
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, and ns = density at the sheath edge, Volume 
(V), various cross-sections (σ), radius (r), length (L), electron rest mass (me), ion rest mass (Mi), 
neutral rest mass (Mn), Boltzmann’s constant (kB), neutral particle density (nn), different inelastic 
threshold energies (ΔE), voltage at the wall (Φw), and electron temperature (Te). 
 
Note: For a dielectric wall immersed in plasma is similar to a floating wall immersed in plasma. 
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Appendix B: 
 
Note: There only error bars for the 30 W and 300 W RF power levels. The error bars at these RF 
power levels encompass the range of errors from the intermediate RF power levels. 
 
 
Figure B.1: Net current (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) at various powers at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.2: Net current (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the Helicon with a 1000 G magnetic field at various powers at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.3: Power (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe from 
the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.4: Power (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe from 
the helicon with a 1000 G magnetic field at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.5: Net current (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) at various powers at 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.6: Net current (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the Helicon with a 1000 G magnetic field at various powers at 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.7: Power (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe from 
the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) at 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.8: Power (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe from 
the helicon with a 1000 G magnetic field at 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.9: Net current (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) at various powers at 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.10: Net current (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical 
probe from the Helicon with a 1000 G magnetic field at various powers at 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-
Torr) 
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Figure B.11: Power (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) at 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.12: Power (adjusted for secondary electron emission) collected by a spherical probe 
from the helicon with a 1000 G magnetic field at 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.13: Plot of power (calculated using the argon ionization energy) versus voltage for the 
ICP at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.14: Plot of power (calculated using the argon ionization energy) versus voltage for the 
helicon at 0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.15: Plot of power (calculated using the argon ionization energy) versus voltage for the 
ICP at 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.16: Plot of power (calculated using the argon ionization energy) versus voltage for the 
helicon at 0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.17: Plot of power (calculated using the argon ionization energy) versus voltage for the 
ICP at 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.18: Plot of power (calculated using the argon ionization energy) versus voltage for the 
helicon at 0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.19: Power efficiencies calculated from the ionization energy of argon for the ICP at 0.2 
Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.20: Power efficiencies calculated from the ionization energy of argon for the helicon at 
0.2 Pa (1.5 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.21: Power efficiencies calculated from the ionization energy of argon for the ICP at 
0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.22: Power efficiencies calculated from the ionization energy of argon for the helicon at 
0.27 Pa (2 milli-Torr) 
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Figure B.23: Power efficiencies calculated from the ionization energy of argon for the ICP at 
0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
 
 
Figure B.24: Power efficiencies calculated from the ionization energy of argon for the helicon at 
0.33 Pa (2.5 milli-Torr) 
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Appendix C: 
 
Proof of equation 5.1: 
 
By definition 
     
  
     
 
(C.1) 
 
Mass flow rate ṁ is, 
  ̇          (C.2) 
where m is the mass (in kg) of the particle, n is the number density of particles (in m
-3
), v is the 
average velocity of all the particles, and A is the area which the particles pass through. For 
example when particles are traveling through a pipe the area would be the cross sectional area. 
 
Rearranging yields equation C.2 yields,  
  
 ̇
     
 
 
Entering the rearranged equation C.2 into C.1 yields: 
    
 ̇    
         
 ̇    
         
 
 ̇        
             
 
 
Assuming ions and neutrals have the same velocity distribution yields: 
    
 ̇    
     
 ̇    
     
 
 ̇        
         
 
 
Assuming mions ≈ mneutrals yields: 
    
 ̇    
     
 ̇      ̇        
 ̇    
 
 
After some rearranging the ionization fraction equals, 
 
    
 ̇    
 ̇      ̇        
 
(C.3) 
where ṁions + ṁneutrals equals the total mass flow rate into the helicon. 
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Appendix D: 
 
Near the completion of this thesis more ion current measurements were made between -1000 V 
and -5000 V. This ion current measurement data shown in the figure D.1 is adjusted for 
secondary electron emission. The data shows that between -1000 V and -5000 V the ion current 
does not saturate for some high RF powers. 
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Appendix E: 
 
The zero dimensional code is presented here. 
 
function [] = HelBalPlot_eletemp_vs_ionfrac() 
%Helicon balance plots 
%   This function plots power needed to sustain a particular reaction 
%   elastic, excitation, ionization as a function of electron temperature. 
  
TubRad = 2e-2; 
%Helicon tube radius (m) 
  
TubLen = 60e-2; 
%Helicon tube length (m) 
  
TubVol = pi.*(TubRad.^2).*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube volume (m^3) 
  
BolCon = 1.381e-23; 
%Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
  
%EleTem = 2*1.602e-19; 
%Electron temperature in Joules can be varied 
  
EleMas = 9.109e-31; 
%Electron mass (kg) 
  
NeuMas = 6.642e-26; 
%Mass of the neutral/ion Ar species (kg) 
  
ElaLos = 2.*EleMas./NeuMas; 
% Elastic loss ratio 2m_e/M 
  
Pres = 10e-3.*133.322368; 
%pressure -^ (1.5e-3 Torr to pascals) can be varied 
  
n_n = Pres./(BolCon.*400); 
%neutral particle density (m^-3) 
  
x_iz = 0.01:.0001:0.1; 
%Ionization fraction (n_i/(n_n+n_i)) 
  
n_i = n_n.*x_iz./(1-x_iz); 
%Ion particle density (m^-3) 
  
n_e = n_i; 
%assume singly charged electron particle density (m^-3) 
  
[MomEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A75:A140'); 
[MomXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B75:B140'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
[ExcEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A149:A180'); 
[ExcXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B149:B180'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
[IonEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A189:A217'); 
[IonXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B189:B217'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
EleTem0 = [0.3.*1.602e-19 15.*1.602e-19]; 
  
PowLos = 300; 
%RF power to the helicon (Power Loss) 
  
%RateCon = zeros(length(x_iz),1); 
%RateCon = PowLos./(n_n.*n_e.*TubVol); 
  
EleTem = zeros(length(x_iz),1); 
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%EleTem(2) = fzero(@(x) RaCo(x,RateCon(2),MomEner,MomXSec,ExcEner,ExcXSec,IonEner,IonXSec), 
EleTem0) 
  
options = optimset('TolX',1e-29); 
%TolX is the termination tolerance 
  
for m = 1:length(n_e) 
  
    EleTem(m) = fzero(@(x) 
RaCo(x,n_e(m),n_n,MomEner,MomXSec,ExcEner,ExcXSec,IonEner,IonXSec,TubRad,TubLen,PowLos), 
EleTem0,options); 
    %There is another function in this same folder called RaCo 
  
end 
  
plot(x_iz, EleTem./1.602e-19) 
legend(['Electron Temperature at a power of ' num2str(PowLos) ' W and a pressure of ' 
num2str(Pres./133.322368) ' Torr'],'Location','NorthEast') 
title(['Plot of Electron Temperature as a function of Ionization fraction at a power of ' 
num2str(PowLos) ' W and a pressure of ' num2str(Pres./133.322368) ' Torr']) 
xlabel('Ionization Fraction','FontSize', 16) 
ylabel('Electron Temperature (eV)','FontSize', 16) 
grid on 
  
xlswrite('EleTemp_v_IonFrac.xls',[x_iz.', EleTem./1.602e-19] ) 
  
end 
 
 
function RateCon = 
RaCo(EleTem,n_e,n_n,MomEner,MomXSec,ExcEner,ExcXSec,IonEner,IonXSec,TubRad,TubLen,PowLos) 
%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
  
TubVol = pi.*(TubRad.^2).*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube volume (m^3) 
  
TubSur = 2*pi*TubRad*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube surface area 
  
EleMas = 9.109e-31; 
%Electron mass (kg) 
  
NeuMas = 6.642e-26; 
%Mass of the neutral/ion Ar species (kg) 
  
ElaLos = 2.*EleMas./NeuMas; 
% Elastic loss ratio 2m_e/M 
  
MomBoltzDist = zeros(length(MomEner),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
MomBoltzDist = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((MomEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem.^(1.5)).*exp(-MomEner.*1.602e-
19./EleTem); 
% boltzmann distribution using the energies in the momentum transfer 
  
MomEnerToVel = (2.*MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
MomDelE = ElaLos.*MomEner.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single elastic collision 
  
%MomRateCon = zeros(1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
MomRateCon = trapz(MomEner.*1.602e-19, MomBoltzDist.*MomEnerToVel.*MomXSec.*MomDelE); 
%Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
%constant for momentum transfer (elastic collision) reaction 
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
ExcBoltzDist = zeros(length(ExcEner),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
ExcBoltzDist = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((ExcEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem.^(1.5)).*exp(-ExcEner.*1.602e-
19./EleTem); 
% boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact excitation 
% reaction cross-section database 
  
ExcEnerToVel = (2.*ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
ExcDelE = 1.15e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact excitation reaction 
  
%ExcRateCon = zeros(1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
ExcRateCon = trapz(ExcEner.*1.602e-19,ExcBoltzDist.*ExcEnerToVel.*ExcXSec.*ExcDelE); 
%Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
%constant for electron impact excitation reaction 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
IonBoltzDist = zeros(length(IonEner), 1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
IonBoltzDist = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((IonEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem.^(1.5)).*exp(-IonEner.*1.602e-
19./EleTem); 
% boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact 
% ionization reaction cross-section database 
  
  
IonEnerToVel = (2.*IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
IonDelE = 1.58e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact ionization reaction (ionization threshold) 
  
%IonRateCon = zeros(1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
IonRateCon = trapz(IonEner.*1.602e-19,IonBoltzDist.*IonEnerToVel.*IonXSec.*IonDelE); 
%Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
%constant for electron impact ionization reaction 
  
  
PowLosWalEle = 
(TubSur.*0.25.*n_e.*((8.*EleTem./(pi.*EleMas)).^0.5).*((2.*pi.*EleMas./NeuMas).^0.5).*4.*EleTem./
pi)'; 
% power loss (W) due to electrons colliding with the helicon wall 
  
% PowLosWalIon = (TubSur.*n_e.*((EleTem/NeuMas).^0.5).*0.5.*EleTem)'; 
% power loss (W) due to ions colliding with the helicon wall 
  
  
RateCon = MomRateCon + ExcRateCon + IonRateCon + PowLosWalEle./(n_e.*n_n.*TubVol) - 
PowLos./(n_e.*n_n.*TubVol); 
  
  
end 
 
 
function [] = HelBalPlot_pow_vs_eletemp() 
%Helicon balance plots 
%   This function plots power needed to sustain a particular reaction 
%   elastic, excitation, ionization as a function of electron temperature. 
  
TubRad = 2e-2; 
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%Helicon tube radius (m) 
  
TubLen = 60e-2; 
%Helicon tube length (m) 
  
TubVol = pi.*(TubRad.^2).*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube volume (m^3) 
  
TubSur = 2*pi*TubRad*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube surface area 
  
BolCon = 1.381e-23; 
%Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
  
EleTem = 1*(1.602e-19):(1.602e-21):10*1.602e-19; 
%Electron temperature in Joules -----^ can be varied 
  
EleMas = 9.109e-31; 
%Electron mass (kg) 
  
NeuMas = 6.642e-26; 
%Mass of the neutral/ion Ar species (kg) 
  
ElaLos = 2.*EleMas./NeuMas; 
% Elastic loss ratio 2m_e/M 
  
Pres = 1.5e-3.*133.322368; 
%pressure -^ (1.5e-3 Torr to pascals) can be varied 
  
n_n = Pres./(BolCon.*400); 
%neutral particle density (m^-3) 
  
x_iz = 0.056; 
%Ionization fraction (n_i/(n_n+n_i)) 
  
if (1-x_iz) >= 0.01 
    n_i = n_n.*x_iz./(1-x_iz); 
    %Ion particle density (m^-3) 
else 
    n_i = n_n; 
    n_n = 0; 
    %The point of this conditional statement is to reduce the errors 
    %associated with dividing by a small number when the ionization 
    %fraction is high. 
end 
  
n_e = n_i; 
%assume singly charged electron particle density (m^-3) 
  
[MomEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A75:A140'); 
[MomXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B75:B140'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
MomBoltzDist = zeros(length(MomEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    MomBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((MomEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the momentum transfer 
    % (elastic collision) cross-section database 
end 
  
MomEnerToVel = (2.*MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
MomDelE = ElaLos.*MomEner.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single elastic collision 
  
MomRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
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for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    MomRateCon(m) = trapz(MomEner.*1.602e-19,MomBoltzDist(:,m).*MomEnerToVel.*MomXSec.*MomDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for momentum transfer (elastic collision) reaction 
end 
  
[ExcEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A149:A180'); 
[ExcXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B149:B180'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
ExcBoltzDist = zeros(length(ExcEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    ExcBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((ExcEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact excitation 
    % reaction cross-section database 
end 
  
ExcEnerToVel = (2.*ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
ExcDelE = 1.15e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact excitation reaction 
  
ExcRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    ExcRateCon(m) = trapz(ExcEner.*1.602e-19,ExcBoltzDist(:,m).*ExcEnerToVel.*ExcXSec.*ExcDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for electron impact excitation reaction 
end 
  
[IonEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A189:A217'); 
[IonXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B189:B217'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
IonBoltzDist = zeros(length(IonEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    IonBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((IonEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact 
    % ionization reaction cross-section database 
end 
  
IonEnerToVel = (2.*IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
IonDelE = 1.58e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact ionization reaction (ionization threshold) 
  
IonRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    IonRateCon(m) = trapz(IonEner.*1.602e-19,IonBoltzDist(:,m).*IonEnerToVel.*IonXSec.*IonDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for electron impact ionization reaction 
end 
  
MomPowLos = TubVol.*n_n.*n_e.*MomRateCon; 
% power loss (W) due to elastic collisions 
  
ExcPowLos = TubVol.*n_n.*n_e.*ExcRateCon; 
% power loss (W) due to excitation collisions 
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IonPowLos = TubVol.*n_n.*n_e.*IonRateCon; 
% power loss (W) due to ionization collisions 
  
PowLosWalEle = 
(TubSur.*0.25.*n_e.*((8.*EleTem./(pi.*EleMas)).^0.5).*((2.*pi.*EleMas./NeuMas).^0.5).*4.*EleTem./
pi)'; 
% power loss (W) due to electrons colliding with the helicon wall 
  
% PowLosWalIon = (TubSur.*n_e.*((EleTem/NeuMas).^0.5).*0.5.*EleTem)'; 
% power loss (W) due to ions colliding with the helicon wall 
  
plot(EleTem./1.602e-19, MomPowLos, EleTem./1.602e-19, ExcPowLos, '--', EleTem./1.602e-19, 
IonPowLos, '-.', ... 
    EleTem./1.602e-19, PowLosWalEle, EleTem./1.602e-19, 
MomPowLos+ExcPowLos+IonPowLos+PowLosWalEle,':') 
legend('Power loss due to electron-neutral elastic collisions','Power loss due to electron impact 
excitation','Power loss due to electron impact ionization',... 
    'Power loss due to electron collisions with the helicon wall','Total Power 
Loss','Location','NorthEast') 
title(['Plot of power needed to sustain a particular reaction as a function of Electron 
Temperature with a ionization fraction of ' num2str(x_iz) ' and a pressure of ' 
num2str(Pres./133.322368) ' Torr']) 
xlabel('Electron temperature (eV)') 
ylabel('Power needed to sustain the particular reaction (W)') 
%grid on 
  
xlswrite('pow_vs_eletemp.xls',[(EleTem./1.602e-19).', MomPowLos,ExcPowLos,IonPowLos,... 
    PowLosWalEle,MomPowLos+ExcPowLos+IonPowLos+PowLosWalEle] ) 
  
end 
 
 
function [] = HelBalPlot_pow_vs_ionfrac() 
%Helicon balance plots 
%   This function plots power needed to sustain a particular reaction 
%   elastic, excitation, ionization as a function of electron temperature. 
  
TubRad = 2e-2; 
%Helicon tube radius (m) 
  
TubLen = 60e-2; 
%Helicon tube length (m) 
  
TubVol = pi.*(TubRad.^2).*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube volume (m^3) 
  
TubSur = 2*pi*TubRad*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube surface area 
  
BolCon = 1.381e-23; 
%Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
  
EleTem = 2.85*1.602e-19; 
%Electron temperature in Joules can be varied 
  
EleMas = 9.109e-31; 
%Electron mass (kg) 
  
NeuMas = 6.642e-26; 
%Mass of the neutral/ion Ar species (kg) 
  
ElaLos = 3.*EleMas./NeuMas; 
% Elastic loss ratio 2m_e/M 
  
Pres = 1.5e-3.*133.322368; 
%pressure -^ (1.5e-3 Torr to pascals) can be varied 
  
n_n = Pres./(BolCon.*400); 
%neutral particle density (m^-3) 
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x_iz = 0.01:.001:0.1; 
%Ionization fraction (n_i/(n_n+n_i)) 
  
if (1-x_iz) >= 0.01 
    n_i = n_n.*x_iz./(1-x_iz); 
    %Ion particle density (m^-3) 
else 
    n_i = n_n; 
    n_n = 0; 
    %The point of this conditional statement is to reduce the errors 
    %associated with dividing by a small number when the ionization 
    %fraction is high. 
end 
  
n_e = n_i; 
%assume singly charged electron particle density (m^-3) 
  
[MomEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A75:A140'); 
[MomXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B75:B140'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
MomBoltzDist = zeros(length(MomEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    MomBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((MomEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the momentum transfer 
    % (elastic collision) cross-section database 
end 
  
MomEnerToVel = (2.*MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
MomDelE = ElaLos.*MomEner.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single elastic collision 
  
MomRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    MomRateCon(m) = trapz(MomEner.*1.602e-19,MomBoltzDist(:,m).*MomEnerToVel.*MomXSec.*MomDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for momentum transfer (elastic collision) reaction 
end 
  
[ExcEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A149:A180'); 
[ExcXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B149:B180'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
ExcBoltzDist = zeros(length(ExcEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    ExcBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((ExcEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact excitation 
    % reaction cross-section database 
end 
  
ExcEnerToVel = (2.*ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
ExcDelE = 1.15e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact excitation reaction 
  
ExcRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    ExcRateCon(m) = trapz(ExcEner.*1.602e-19,ExcBoltzDist(:,m).*ExcEnerToVel.*ExcXSec.*ExcDelE); 
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    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for electron impact excitation reaction 
end 
  
[IonEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A189:A217'); 
[IonXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B189:B217'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
IonBoltzDist = zeros(length(IonEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    IonBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((IonEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact 
    % ionization reaction cross-section database 
end 
  
IonEnerToVel = (2.*IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
IonDelE = 1.58e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact ionization reaction (ionization threshold) 
  
IonRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    IonRateCon(m) = trapz(IonEner.*1.602e-19,IonBoltzDist(:,m).*IonEnerToVel.*IonXSec.*IonDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for electron impact ionization reaction 
end 
  
MomPowLos = zeros(length(x_iz),1); 
ExcPowLos = zeros(length(x_iz),1); 
IonPowLos = zeros(length(x_iz),1); 
PowLosWalEle = zeros(length(x_iz),1); 
PowLosWalIon = zeros(length(x_iz),1);  
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(x_iz) 
    MomPowLos(m) = TubVol.*n_n.*n_e(m).*MomRateCon; 
    % power loss (W) due to elastic collisions 
  
    ExcPowLos(m) = TubVol.*n_n.*n_e(m).*ExcRateCon; 
    % power loss (W) due to excitation collisions 
  
    IonPowLos(m) = TubVol.*n_n.*n_e(m).*IonRateCon; 
    % power loss (W) due to ionization collisions 
  
    PowLosWalEle(m) = 
(TubSur.*0.25.*n_e(m).*((8.*EleTem./(pi.*EleMas)).^0.5).*((2.*pi.*EleMas./NeuMas).^0.5).*4.*EleTe
m./pi)'; 
    % power loss (W) due to electrons colliding with the helicon wall 
  
    % PowLosWalIon(m) = (TubSur.*n_e(m).*((EleTem/NeuMas).^0.5).*0.5.*EleTem)'; 
    % power loss (W) due to ions colliding with the helicon wall 
end 
  
  
  
plot(x_iz, MomPowLos, x_iz, ExcPowLos, '--', x_iz, IonPowLos, '-.',... 
    x_iz,PowLosWalEle,x_iz,MomPowLos+ExcPowLos+IonPowLos+PowLosWalEle,':') 
legend('Power loss due to electron-neutral elastic collisions','Power loss due to electron impact 
excitation','Power loss due to electron impact ionization',... 
    'Power loss due to electon collisions with the helicon wall',... 
    'Total Power Loss','Location','NorthEast') 
title(['Plot of power needed to sustain a particular reaction as a function of Ionization 
fraction with a electron temperature of ' num2str(EleTem/1.602e-19) ' eV and a pressure of ' 
num2str(Pres./133.322368) ' Torr']) 
xlabel('Ionization Fraction') 
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ylabel('Power needed to sustain the particular reaction (W)') 
% grid on 
% grid minor 
  
xlswrite('pow_vs_ionfrac.xls',[(x_iz).', MomPowLos,ExcPowLos,IonPowLos,... 
    PowLosWalEle,MomPowLos+ExcPowLos+IonPowLos+PowLosWalEle] ) 
  
end 
 
 
function [] = HelBalPlot_pow_vs_pres() 
%Helicon balance plots 
%   This function plots power needed to sustain a particular reaction 
%   elastic, excitation, ionization as a function of electron temperature. 
  
TubRad = 2e-2; 
%Helicon tube radius (m) 
  
TubLen = 60e-2; 
%Helicon tube length (m) 
  
TubVol = pi.*(TubRad.^2).*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube volume (m^3) 
  
TubSur = 2*pi*TubRad*TubLen; 
%Helicon tube surface area 
  
BolCon = 1.381e-23; 
%Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
  
EleTem = 2.85*1.602e-19; 
%Electron temperature in Joules can be varied 
  
EleMas = 9.109e-31; 
%Electron mass (kg) 
  
NeuMas = 6.642e-26; 
%Mass of the neutral/ion Ar species (kg) 
  
ElaLos = 2.*EleMas./NeuMas; 
% Elastic loss ratio 2m_e/M 
  
Pres = 0.1e-3.*133.322368:0.1e-3.*133.322368:2e-3.*133.322368; 
%pressure (Torr to pascals) can be varied 
  
n_n = Pres./(BolCon.*400); 
%neutral particle density (m^-3) 
  
x_iz = 0.056; 
%Ionization fraction (n_i/(n_n+n_i)) 
  
if (1-x_iz) >= 0.01 
    n_i = n_n.*x_iz./(1-x_iz); 
    %Ion particle density (m^-3) 
else 
    n_i = n_n; 
    n_n = 0; 
    %The point of this conditional statement is to reduce the errors 
    %associated with dividing by a small number when the ionization 
    %fraction is high. 
end 
  
n_e = n_i; 
%assume singly charged electron particle density (m^-3) 
  
[MomEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A75:A140'); 
[MomXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B75:B140'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
MomBoltzDist = zeros(length(MomEner),length(EleTem)); 
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% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    MomBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((MomEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the momentum transfer 
    % (elastic collision) cross-section database 
end 
  
MomEnerToVel = (2.*MomEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
MomDelE = ElaLos.*MomEner.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single elastic collision 
  
MomRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    MomRateCon(m) = trapz(MomEner.*1.602e-19,MomBoltzDist(:,m).*MomEnerToVel.*MomXSec.*MomDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for momentum transfer (elastic collision) reaction 
end 
  
[ExcEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A149:A180'); 
[ExcXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B149:B180'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
ExcBoltzDist = zeros(length(ExcEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    ExcBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((ExcEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact excitation 
    % reaction cross-section database 
end 
  
ExcEnerToVel = (2.*ExcEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
ExcDelE = 1.15e1.*1.602e-19; 
% average energy loss in a single electron impact excitation reaction 
  
ExcRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    ExcRateCon(m) = trapz(ExcEner.*1.602e-19,ExcBoltzDist(:,m).*ExcEnerToVel.*ExcXSec.*ExcDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for electron impact excitation reaction 
end 
  
[IonEner,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'A189:A217'); 
[IonXSec,~, ~] = xlsread('Ar_Cross-sections.xls', 'Ar_Cross-sections', 'B189:B217'); 
% Reads the cross-sections from the spreadsheet file 
  
IonBoltzDist = zeros(length(IonEner),length(EleTem)); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    IonBoltzDist(:,m) = 2./(pi.^0.5).*((IonEner.*1.602e-19).^0.5)./(EleTem(m).^(1.5)).*exp(-
IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleTem(m)); 
    % boltzmann distribution using the energies in the electron impact 
    % ionization reaction cross-section database 
end 
  
IonEnerToVel = (2.*IonEner.*1.602e-19./EleMas).^0.5; 
%converting kinetic energy to speed 
  
IonDelE = 1.58e1.*1.602e-19; 
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% average energy loss in a single electron impact ionization reaction (ionization threshold) 
  
IonRateCon = zeros(length(EleTem),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(EleTem) 
    IonRateCon(m) = trapz(IonEner.*1.602e-19,IonBoltzDist(:,m).*IonEnerToVel.*IonXSec.*IonDelE); 
    %Integration using the trapezoidal method to determine the rate 
    %constant for electron impact ionization reaction 
end 
  
MomPowLos = zeros(length(Pres),1); 
ExcPowLos = zeros(length(Pres),1); 
IonPowLos = zeros(length(Pres),1); 
PowLosWalEle = zeros(length(Pres),1); 
% preallocate vector or matrix 
  
for m = 1:length(Pres) 
    MomPowLos(m) = TubVol.*n_n(m).*n_e(m).*MomRateCon; 
    % power loss (W) due to elastic collisions 
  
    ExcPowLos(m) = TubVol.*n_n(m).*n_e(m).*ExcRateCon; 
    % power loss (W) due to excitation collisions 
  
    IonPowLos(m) = TubVol.*n_n(m).*n_e(m).*IonRateCon; 
    % power loss (W) due to ionization collisions 
     
    PowLosWalEle(m) = 
((TubSur.*0.25.*n_e(m).*((8.*EleTem./(pi.*EleMas)).^0.5).*((2.*pi.*EleMas./NeuMas).^0.5).*4.*EleT
em./pi)); 
    % power loss (W) due to electrons colliding with the helicon wall 
end 
  
% size(MomPowLos) 
% size(PowLosWalEle) 
  
plot(Pres./133.322368, MomPowLos, Pres./133.322368, ExcPowLos, '--', Pres./133.322368, 
IonPowLos,Pres./133.322368,PowLosWalEle, '-
.',Pres./133.322368,MomPowLos+ExcPowLos+IonPowLos+PowLosWalEle,':') 
legend('Power loss due to electron-neutral elastic collisions','Power loss due to electron impact 
excitation','Power loss due to electron impact ionization', ... 
       'Power loss due to electon collisions with the helicon wall',... 
       'Total Power Loss','Location','NorthEast') 
title(['Plot of power needed to sustain a particular reaction as a function of Pressure with a 
ionization fraction of ' num2str(x_iz) ' and a Electron Temperature of ' num2str(EleTem./1.602e-
19) ' eV']) 
xlabel('Pressure (Torr)') 
ylabel('Power needed to sustain the particular reaction (W)') 
grid on 
% grid minor 
  
xlswrite('pow_v_pres.xls',[(Pres./133.322368).', 
MomPowLos,ExcPowLos,IonPowLos,PowLosWalEle,MomPowLos+ExcPowLos+IonPowLos+PowLosWalEle] ) 
  
end 
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